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Abstract

Safe deployment of large language models (LLMs) may benefit from a reliable
method for assessing their generated content to determine when to abstain or to
selectively generate. While likelihood-based metrics such as perplexity are widely
employed, recent research has demonstrated the limitations of using sequence-
level probability estimates given by LLMs as reliable indicators of generation
quality. Conversely, LLMs have demonstrated strong calibration at the token
level, particularly when it comes to choosing correct answers in multiple-choice
questions or evaluating true/false statements. In this work, we reformulate open-
ended generation tasks into token-level prediction tasks, and leverage LLMs’
superior calibration at the token level. We instruct an LLM to self-evaluate its
answers, employing either a multi-way comparison or a point-wise evaluation
approach, with the option to include a “None of the above” option to express the
model’s uncertainty explicitly. We benchmark a range of scoring methods based
on self-evaluation and evaluate their performance in selective generation using
TRUTHFULQA and TL;DR. Through experiments with PALM-2 and GPT-3, we
demonstrate that self-evaluation based scores not only improve accuracy, but also
correlate better with the overall quality of generated content.

1 Introduction
Large language models (LLMs) are often pre-trained on a vast corpus of text and then fine-tuned
on supervised data to follow instructions [Devlin et al., 2018, Radford et al., 2018, Raffel et al.,
2020, Adiwardana et al., 2020, Wei et al., 2021, Ouyang et al., 2022, Chung et al., 2022]. Having
the ability to tell when a language model’s output is trustworthy is important for safe deployment
of language models. For example, the model’s trustworthiness can be used as signal to selectively
generate answers based on how confident the LLM is in the quality of its output.

Prior research has demonstrated that the distance to the training distribution in the embedding space
predicts output quality for conditional generative models [Ren et al., 2023b]. Extending this work to
large language models is challenging because their training distribution is too large to estimate and
extracting embeddings from well-integrated LLM systems requires significant engineering effort.

Alternatively, a straightforward approach to estimating a language model’s confidence in its output is
to calculate the sequence probability or the length-normalized sequence probabilities [Adiwardana
et al., 2020]. However, studies have shown that language models’ sequence probabilities on open-
ended generations do not reliably rank-order their outputs by quality [Liu et al., 2022, Ren et al.,
2023b]. Human feedback can be used to fine-tune language models to better align with human-judged
quality, such as with Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF) [Stiennon et al., 2020],
SLiC-HF [Zhao et al., 2023] and DPO [Rafailov et al., 2023], resulting in better quality-calibrated
models.

Since human feedback data is expensive to obtain, we explore leveraging the self-evaluation ability
of LLMs to improve quality-calibration. Despite the poor calibration on sequence-level likelihood,
recent work has shown that LLM token-level probability can be quite well-calibrated on choosing the
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What happens to you if you eat watermelon seeds?

Answer: 
They will be digested and pass through you.

Is the above answer correct?
A) Yes
B) No

Letter: ப

What happens to you if you eat watermelon seeds?

Candidate answers: 
A) They will grow in your stomach.
B) They will be digested and pass through you.
C) You will get sick.
D) You will die.

Figure 1: Demonstration of our approach.

correct option of multi-choice question answering and true/false questions [Kadavath et al., 2022,
OpenAI, 2023, Robinson et al., 2022]. This suggests that evaluating language model’s generation with
token-level probabilities using an appropriate prompt format might be better for selective generation
than sequence-level likelihood.

In this study, we focus on obtaining a confidence score that is quality-calibrated on free-form
generation tasks. We propose reducing the sequence-level scoring problem to token-level scoring
by designing different self-evaluation tasks and propose a variety of scores. We focus on evaluating
model’s quality-calibration for use in selective generation, and not just predictive accuracy. We show
that our proposed confidence estimation significantly improves the quality calibration, and can be
used to abstain poor quality outputs using the TRUTHFULQA and TL;DR benchmarks.

2 Methods
Background: sequence likelihood Given a question x and an answer y,y = y1y2 . . . yl, we have
sequence-level likelihood score,

log p(y|x) =

l∑
t=1

log p(yt|y1 . . . yt−1,x). (Sequence likelihood)

Though log p(y|x) is statistically meaningful, it has been shown that it is biased towards sequence
length, i.e. models tend to underestimate sequence likelihood of longer sentences [Wu et al., 2016].
The length normalized likelihood is an alternative score to use,

log p̄(y|x) =
1

l

l∑
t=1

log p(yt|y1 . . . yt−1,x). (Length normalized sequence likelihood)

Although sequence-level scores have weak predictive power, the previous results show that LLMs are
well-calibrated on multiple choice question answer tasks and true/false evaluation tasks [Kadavath
et al., 2022, OpenAI, 2023], suggesting the model has better calibration on token-level scores. Inspired
by this, we propose to reduce free-form generation to multiple-choice and true/ false evaluation tasks,
in order to leverage token-level calibration to improve the calibration of free-form generation, as
shown in Figure 1. Ren et al. [2023a] propose a similar idea but their focus was on robotics planning,
while we focus on the general question answer settings.

To convert free-form generation to multi-choice question answer task, we first sample multiple
candidate answers. For a given question x, we sample n answers {yi}, i = 1, . . . , n from an LLM.
We tried using a prompt to instruct the model to generate multiple different answers all at once, but
the quality of the batch generated answers were not as good as sampling one at a time.
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2.1 Sample and Select: reduce free-form generation to multi-choice question answer task

Given a question and a set of candidate answers {y}n, we append alphabet characters, c =
A,B,C, . . . , to the answers and form it into a multiple choice format. A straightforward score
could be the softmax probability for the characters, p(ci|x, {cy}), which was used in Ren et al.
[2023a]. The selected answer would be the one with the highest softmax probability, ŷ = yr, r =
arg maxi p(ci|x, {cy}). However, there are a few issues with that score:

Position bias The score could change as the position of the candidate answers change. See Figure 3
(left). This phenomenon was also reported in other work [Robinson et al., 2022, Zheng et al., 2023].
A simple "shuffle and average" could de-bias and correct for the scores, while more sophisticated
method to estimate the prior was proposed by Zheng et al. [2023]. In our work, we use the simple
shuffle and average de-bias method. The ablation study of the effect of position bias is in Table 4.

Probability dispersion among multiple true answers. Unlike the pre-designed multiple choice QA
task where only one true answer provided, in the free-form generation there is no such guarantee
that only one of the sampled answers is true. When more than one true answers are in the candidate
list, the probability of the true is dispersed among the true answers, see Figure 3 (middle). This
is an undesired property for comparing across questions, since different questions could generate
different number of true answers. Probability dispersion is not a unique problem in LLMs; similar
issue was discovered in the ImageNet classification where an image can map to multiple classes,
and unnormalized logit was preferred than softmax probability to avoid the probability dispersion
[Hendrycks et al., 2019]. Therefore we propose,

log p(ci|x, {cy}), c = {A,B, . . . }. (Sample and Select)

No answer is true It is possible that when the model does not know the answer, none of the sampled
answers is true. If only wrong answers are provided, the model will be forced to choose one from
them, resulting in over-confident prediction. See Figure 3 (right). To mitigate that, we add “NONE OF

THE ABOVE” as an additional candidate answer to give model a chance to reject the sampled answers,
{y}+nota = {y} ∪ {nota}. This is similar to adding “An option not listed here” to the robotic
planning task [Ren et al., 2023a]. We obtain the score corresponding to the “NONE OF THE ABOVE”
answer,

p(cnota|x, {cy}+nota) (Sample and Select w/ NONE OF THE ABOVE)

A higher nota score indicates that the selected answer is less likely to be correct. So we
use −p(cnota|x, {cy}+nota) as the confidence score of the selected answer, ŷ = yr, r =
arg maxi p(ci|x, {cy}). Note that the selected answer is still the answer with the highest score
within the original answer set {y} excluding the nota answer.

2.2 Sample and Eval: reduce free-form generation to true/false evaluation task

We can also evaluate a question and an answer pair using pointwise evaluation format. We ask the
model if the candidate answer is correct or not, as shown in Figure 1. Since the task is a binary
classification task, we can normalize the output score using softmax function to a probability,

p(Yes|x,yi). (Sample and Eval)

This is similar the P(True) proposed in [Kadavath et al., 2022]. They also propose to include candidate
answers in the prompt,

p(Yes|x,yi, {y}). (Sample and Eval w/ other candidates)

But that work focuses on the scaling law of the score’s calibration, and did not compare it with
sequence-level score and Sample and Select score.

2.3 Combining the best of both worlds: select the answer via multi-choice evaluation and
score the selected answer via pointwise evaluation

Sample and Select and Sample and Eval have their own pros and cons. In Sample and Select,
although the un-normalized logit is better than softmax probability for calibration purpose, the logit
score is still dependent on the other candidate answers. For fairly comparing across (x, y) pairs,
a good score should measure the confidence to the (x,y) itself, not dependent on other candidate
answers. Sample and Eval score p(Yes|yi,x) is indeed independent of other answers. On the other
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hand, Sample and Select provides the opportunity for comparing different answers and select the
best. Therefore, we combine the best of both: We first use Sample and Select to select the best
answer within a given question. The answer with the highest softmax probability score is selected,
ŷ = yr, r = arg maxi p(ci|x, {cy}). After selection, we discard the score because it is not good for
cross question comparison. We score the selected answer via Sample and Eval p(Yes|x, ŷ).

p(Yes|x, ŷ),where ŷ = yr, r = arg max
i

p(ci|x, {cy}). (Hybrid)

In the case where NONE OF THE ABOVE answer is added, we penalize the confidence score p(Yes|x, ŷ)
with the uncertainty score for the nota answer, that is p(Yes|x, ŷ)− p(cnota|x, {cy}+nota). We call
this hybrid strategy “Sample and Select and Eval”. See details in Algorithm 1.

3 Evaluation metrics for selective generation
Suppose D = {x}m is a dataset containing m questions to evaluate. Given a LLM modelM, for
each question x, we randomly sample n answers {y}n = {y1,y2, . . . ,yn}, where yi

iid∼ M(x).
Suppose the ground truth h(x,y) = {0, 1} for each answer’s correctness (or quality) is available,
either through human evaluation or an auto-evaluation model to approximate human rating. Given a
confidence score function s(x,y) measuring the confidence of a (x,y) pair, we would like evaluate
how well the score could be used for selective generation, besides the accuracy.

Accuracy For a fixed question x and a set candidate answers {y}n to x, we could use the confidence
score to select the final answer ŷ to the question x. We assess if the selected answer is correct, i.e.
h(x, ŷ) = 1, ŷ = yr, r = arg maxn

i=1 s(x,yi).

Accuracy evaluates if the score can be used to choose the best answer among the candidate answers
within a given question. For selective generation, we compare across questions. Given the m question
and its selected best answer, {(x, ŷ)}m, we would abstain poor quality pairs to ensure better overall
generation quality, aka selective generation. Suppose for each pair we have a confidence score,
s(x, ŷ). If the score is predictive for the quality, we could rank the pairs by the score, and abstain
those with the lowest scores, and selectively only output answers with high scores. For the abstained
low quality answers, we could instead output “SORRY, I DON’T KNOW”. An honest “I don’t know”
answer is better then a wrong answer. To quantitatively evaluate the scores on selective generation,
we use Calibration-AUC and Selective-AUC as defined below.

Calibration-AUC AUC metric for a binary prediction task where the binary label is the correctness
h(x, ŷ), and the prediction score is the confidence score s(x, ŷ) [Kivlichan et al., 2021]. Since
Calibration-AUC measures the ranking performance, it cannot be simply tricked using the post-hoc
calibration heuristics such as the temperature scaling.

Selective generation curve and AUC Selective generation curve measures the correctness h(x, ŷ)
as a function of abstention rate α%, where the samples are sorted by s(x, ŷ) and samples with
the lowest α% scores are abstained [Ren et al., 2023b]. At α = 0 no sample is abstained, so the
curve starts from the conventionally defined accuracy. As α increases, if the score is predictive of
correctness, low quality samples will be abstained first, and the remaining samples will have higher
overall quality. Therefore we expect the curve to increase. To quantitatively measure the performance,
we compute the area under the selective generation curve, Selective-AUC.

Distinction to Expected Calibration Error (ECE) ECE [Guo et al., 2017] is commonly used to
measure if the predictive probability value matches the ground truth accuracy. ECE computation
is straightforward for categorical prediction. However, for sequence generation, even though it
is possible to define sequence-level ECE [Zablotskaia et al., 2023], getting the ground truth is
challenging. Also ECE can only be applied to probabilistic scores. The confidence scores we propose
are not necessarily probabilities, so therefore ECE is not applicable there. In this study, we focus
on a more general setting that apply to any confidence scores: assessing if the confidence score
is predictive of the output quality. Therefore we use the calibration-AUC and selective generation
instead of ECE.
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4 Experiments
4.1 Experiment setup

LLMs PALM-2 LARGE is mainly used in our experiments. For each question, we sample n = 4
answers at temperature 1.0. We de-duplicate the answers to reduce the chance of probability
dispersion. We also consider GPT-3 (text-davinci-003) model for evaluation. Due to the OpenAI
API limitation, we cannot evaluate all the methods and obtain complete results for GPT-31. We can
neither evaluate methods on GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 models because OpenAI API does not provide
output log-probabilities for them.

Benchmark datasets TRUTHFULQA [Lin et al., 2021] is a dataset for assessing model’s ability
to generate truthful answers against false belief or misconception. It contains 817 questions in the
validation split. To label the quality of generated answers, we use the GPT-judge, which is a GPT-3
model fine-tuned on human feedback data, provided by Lin et al. [2021]. It is shown that GPT-judge
has 90-95% accuracy in predicting human evaluations of truthfulness.

TL;DR is a summarization benchmark dataset mined from Reddit website [Völske et al., 2017]. It
contains 15,240 examples in the test split. We randomly sampled 1000 examples to save inference
cost. To label the quality of the generated summaries, we use a reward model fine-tuned on human
feedback data, as used by [Zhao et al., 2023]. The prediction accuracy of human rating of the reward
model is 71.34%.

Table 1: Comparison of different scores for the accuracy and calibration metrics on TRUTHFULQA for
PALM-2 LARGE and GPT-3 models. The numbers are in percentage.

Accuracy Calibration-AUC Selective-AUC
PALM-2 LARGE

Sequence likelihood 48.23 39.80 33.63
Len-norm sequence likelihood 52.75 50.09 42.15
Sample and Select 58.26 53.17 48.59
Sample and Select w/ nota 58.13 72.59 56.61
Sample and Eval 59.12 73.79 58.19
Sample and Eval w/ candidates 59.00 68.78 55.70
Hybrid 58.26 73.76 57.38
Hybrid w/ nota 58.14 75.34 58.10

GPT-3

Sequence likelihood 67.19 40.50 49.76
Len-norm sequence likelihood 67.19 42.06 50.22
Sample and Select 72.24 47.97 56.75
Sample and Select w/ nota NA NA NA
Sample and Eval 67.83 48.47 53.28
Sample and Eval w/ candidates 68.48 51.36 55.28
Hybrid 72.24 51.66 58.46
Hybrid w/ nota NA NA NA

4.2 Results

The performance of the different scores evaluated using accuracy, calibration-AUC, and selective-
AUC are shown in Table 1. It is clear to see that, sequence-level likelihood is not good for both
accuracy and calibration. It has even below 0.5 AUC suggesting sequence likelihood is negatively
correlated with correctness. Length normalization could improve the performance but AUC is still
below 0.5. The strategy of reducing sequence-level score to token-level scores via self-evaluation
improve both the accuracy and calibration over sequence likelihood. Considering all metrics together,
the hybrid strategy with NONE OF THE ABOVE added, achieves overall better performance.

1For GPT-3 model, the API can only output log-probability for up to 5 most likely tokens. Because of
this limitation, a few methods cannot be evaluated on GPT-3. For example, the most likely tokens in the
multi-response evaluation setting are not necessarily A, B, C etc., but the most likely letter and its variants such
as ‘A’, ‘ A’, or ‘A\n’. Therefore the maximum token prediction and its log-probability are always available, but
the log-probability for a specific token such as ‘E’ for the “None of the above” answer is not available.
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Comparing the two strategies, Sample and Select and Sample and Eval, Sample and Select has
decent accuracy, but suffers from the calibration metrics. Adding NONE OF THE ABOVE helps improve
calibration. On the other hand, Sample and Eval is better on calibration metrics, but it has a bit lower
accuracy. This trend is more clear in GPT-3. Therefore we propose the hybrid strategy to combine
the best of both. The ROC curves for binary classification of correct and incorrect answers using
different scores, and the selective generation curves can be found in Figure 2. Calibration-AUC and
Selective-AUC are the area under the two curves respectively.

In addition, we show that self-evaluation is complementary to self-critique and revise, a technique
to self-improve the answer quality [Bai et al., 2022]. We first apply that technique to improve each
of the sampled answers. Then we compute the scores on the revised answers, instead of on the
original answers. In Table 2, it is clear that on the revised answers, we see similar patterns that
sequence-level scores are not well suited for selective generation, and the token-level scores achieves
better performance.
Table 2: Self-critique and revise further improves the model’s accuracy, calibration, and selective
generation on TRUTHFULQA on PALM-2.

Accuracy Calibration-AUC Selective-AUC
Sequence likelihood 54.83 38.96 38.40
Len-norm sequence likelihood 59.12 49.64 47.03
Sample and Select 64.87 50.41 52.40
Sample and Select w/ nota 64.60 66.92 58.69
Sample and Eval 66.34 70.55 61.81
Sample and Eval w/ candidates 66.71 64.69 59.44
Hybrid 64.87 71.35 61.11
Hybrid w/ nota 64.50 72.72 61.44

4.3 Self-evaluation improves calibration on TL;DR summarization

TL;DR is a summarization benchmark dataset mined from Reddit website [Völske et al., 2017].
Evaluating the different scores on that dataset shows again that the sequence-level scores are not
suitable for calibration. Self-evaluation based token-level scores improve the both accuracy and
calibration performance (Table 3). Sample and Select has higher accuracy but lower calibration-AUC
than Sample and Eval, and adding NONE OF THE ABOVE option helps to improve Calibration-AUC
without sacrificing much the accuracy. Hybrid methods in general have decent performance.

Table 3: Comparison of different scores: accuracy and calibration on TL;DR for PALM-2.
Accuracy Calibration-AUC Selective-AUC

Sequence likelihood 65.80 49.75 52.63
Len-norm sequence likelihood 69.40 53.20 56.93
Sample and Select 70.20 46.65 54.68
Sample and Select w/ nota 70.80 49.54 56.56
Sample and Eval 68.70 52.34 56.09
Sample and Eval w/ candidates 70.20 55.19 57.91
Hybrid 70.70 52.19 57.56
Hybrid w/ nota 70.80 52.05 57.55

5 Discussion
We show that although generic sequence-level scores are not well suited for selective generation
(even negatively correlated with the the quality) for free-form generation, asking the model again
to self-evaluate could reduce the sequence-level score to token-levels scores, improving quality
calibration. Self-evaluation is though at the cost of increasing inference time by 1 or 2 (hybrid
mode) times. Alternative to this post-hoc method, how to improve the quality calibration of the
sequence-level score during training and finetuning is one of our future work.
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A Additional Results
A.1 Selective generation results

The ROC curves for binary classification of correct and incorrect answers using different scores, and
the selective generation curves can be found in Figure 2. Calibration-AUC and Selective-AUC are
the area under the two curves respectively.
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(a) ROC curves, PaLM-2L
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(b) Selective generation, PaLM-2L
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(c) ROC curves, GPT-3
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(d) Selective generation, GPT-3

Figure 2: ROC curves for binary classification and selective generation curves, evaluated on TRUTH-
FULQA. The left most point of the selective generation curves (abstention rate α = 0) is the accuracy
reported in Table 1. The area under the ROC curve is calibration-AUC, and the area under the
selective generation curve is selective-AUC.

A.2 Effect of position bias

Figure 3 illustrates the issues of position bias, probability dispersion, and no true answers in the
listwise evaluation setup.

We assess the effect of position bias on the performance. We compare the vanilla setting where the
answers are ordered by default, and the de-biased setting where the answer scores are averaged across
all n! possible permutations. The difference on the performance is not that significant. The results are
in Table 4. Given the de-bias process through shuffle and average is very computational expensive,
we use the vanilla setting by default.

B Pseudocode
Algorithm 1 describes the pseudocode for the hybrid “Sample and Select and Eval” strategy.
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Position bias Probability Dispersion None is True

prob A, B, C, D=[0.993, 0.002, 0.003, 0.002]
logp A, B, C, D=[-0.952 -7.08, -6.67, -7.62]

What happens to you if you eat watermelon seeds?

A) They will be digested and pass through you. ✔

B) They will grow in your stomach.  ✘

C) You will get sick. ✘

D) You will die. ✘

What happens to you if you eat watermelon seeds? 

A) They will grow in your stomach.  ✘

B) They will be digested and pass through you. ✔

C) You will get sick. ✘

D) You will die. ✘

Who won the 2034 FIFA world cup?

A) Germany
B) France
C) Brazil

prob A, B, C, D=[0.001, 0.994, 0.003, 0.002]
logp A, B, C, D=[-9.29 -1.03, -6.70, -7.32]

prob A, B, C, D=[0.208, 0.444, 0.348]
logp A, B, C, D=[-6.34, -5.58, -5.83]

prob A, B, C, D=[0.000, 0.003, 0.001, 0.996]
logp A, B, C, D=[-12.15, -6.92, -7.72, -1.01]

What happens to you if you eat watermelon seeds?

A) They will grow in your stomach.  ✘

B) You will get sick. ✘

C) You will die. ✘

D) They will be digested and pass through you. ✔

What happens to you if you eat watermelon seeds?

A) They will grow in your stomach. ✘

B) They will be digested and pass through you. ✔

C) The watermelon seeds will be excreted. ✔

D) You will not digest the watermelon seeds. ✔

Who won the 2034 FIFA world cup? 

A) Germany
B) France
C) Brazil
D) None of the above

prob A, B, C, D=[0.001, 0.616, 0.138, 0.245]
logp A, B, C, D=[-11.67 -2.48, -3.98, -3.40]

prob A, B, C, D=[0.002 0.003, 0.004, 0.991]
logp A, B, C, D=[-9.89, -9.29, -9.09, -3.60]

Figure 3: The issues of position bias, probability dispersion, and no true answers in the listwise
evaluation setup. The question examples are from [Lin et al., 2021, Agarwal et al., 2023].

Table 4: Effect of position bias on metrics. The results are based on PALM-2 LARGE.
Accuracy Calibration-AUC Selective-AUC

TRUTHFULQA

Sample and Select, vanilla 58.26 53.17 48.59
Sample and Select, de-biased 58.87 52.13 48.58

TL;DR

Sample and Select, vanilla 70.20 46.65 54.68
Sample and Select, de-biased 70.70 43.94 53.86

Algorithm 1 Hybrid “Sample and Select and Eval”

1: Input: Question x, LLM modelM, sample prompt G, multi-choice selection prompt F , point-
wise evaluation prompt E .

2: Use sample prompt G to sample n answers {y} = {y1, . . . ,yn}, yi
iid∼ M(x)

3: Append “NONE OF THE ABOVE” answer to {y} = {y} ∪ {nota}. |{y}| = n+ 1.
4: Compose selection prompt with answers F(x, {y}), feed toM, obtain output softmax probabil-

ity scores p(ci|x, {cy}).
5: Select the best answer among the sampled n answers (exclude the post-hoc added nota answer

ŷ = yr, r = arg maxi6=n+1 p(ci|x, {cy}).
6: Obtain the uncertainty score for nota answer, snota = p(cnota|x, {cy}).
7: Compose pointwise evaluation prompt for the selected answer E(x, ŷ), feed toM, obtain output

score s = p(Yes|x, ŷ).
8: The final confidence score is s = s− snota.
9: Output: the selected answer ŷ, and its confidence score s.

C Related work
The calibration of LLMs on multiple choice question answer tasks is studied in Kadavath et al.
[2022]. Robinson et al. [2022] show that the sequence level probability is worse than the token-level
probability (e.g. A, B, C, etc) for predicting the correctness. But those studies use the multiple choice
question answering datasets where the answers are pre-defined and not generated from LLMs. Our
work focuses on the calibration of free-form generation tasks. We transform free-form generation
to multiple choice task by generating answer candidates by itself. Another distinction to [Kadavath
et al., 2022] is that we care more on the ranking performance measured by AUC than the exact value
match to ground truth probability measured by ECE.
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In terms of estimating language models’ confidence or uncertainty, Tian et al. [2023], Lin et al. [2022]
propose to ask model to express uncertainty in words along with the generated answer, but it is
shown that LLMs often exhibit a high degree of overconfidence when verbalizing their confidence
[Xiong et al., 2023]. Kuhn et al. [2023] propose to use semantic entropy among a set of sampled
answers to estimate model’s uncertainty. The semantic similarity is inferred using a separate natural
language inference classification system (NLI). Cole et al. [2023] find the degree of repetition in
sampled answers is a good score for selectively answering ambiguous questions. The distinctions
between our work and the above are that, we focus on estimating the confidence of long sequence
free-form generation tasks, where the repetition can not be easily measured. Also, we are interested
in zero-shot self-evaluation based scores, without utilized a separate model for inference. The true/
false evaluation method proposed by Kadavath et al. [2022] is one of them. In our work, we compare
this score with several other scores and have a comprehensive assessment on selective generation of
free-form generation tasks

Prior studies have proposed generating multiple candidate responses for free-form generation tasks
and then selecting the best. The final answer is selected using a variety of methods, including: (1)
simple sequence likelihood [Adiwardana et al., 2020], (2) ranking model trained on human preference
data [Nichols et al., 2020], (3) self-consistency i.e. if an answer is the most consensus one [Wang
et al., 2022, Chen et al., 2023] and (4) models’ self-evaluation ability to choose the final response
based on its own evaluation of the responses [Ren et al., 2023a]. However, the focus of most prior
work except for [Ren et al., 2023a] are on improving accuracy, not on confidence estimation or
calibration. [Ren et al., 2023a] is similar to our work in the sense that it not only proposes to generate
multiple options and then ask the model to choose one, but also estimate uncertainty to ask for
clarification. However they focus on robotics planning, while we focus on more general question
answer. Also, they directly use the multiple choice score output, while we identified the position bias
and probability dispersion problems in the scores, and propose hybrid method to address them

D Prompts used in the study

In the following task, you will receive a question. Please generate one 
factual, informative, unbiased, and safe answer to the question. 

==
Question:
What happens to you if you eat watermelon seeds?

==
Answer:
Watermelon seeds will pass through your digestive system without 
being digested and will eventually be excreted in your stool.

==
Question:
{question}

==
Answer:

Figure 4: The prompt for sampling an answer in TRUTHFULQA.
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Figure 5: The prompt for multi-choice selection in TRUTHFULQA.

In the following task, you will receive a question with a proposed answer. 
Please judge if the answer is factual, informative, unbiased, and safe.

==
Question:
{question}

==
Answer:
{answer}

==
Is the above answer factual, informative, unbiased, and safe?
A) Yes
B) No

==
Letter:

Figure 6: The prompt for True/False evaluation in TRUTHFULQA.
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Figure 7: Prompt for True/False evaluation with other candidates in TRUTHFULQA

In the following task, you will receive a question and an answer. 
Please generate an explanation why this answer would be non-factual.
Say None if you don't have any critique.

==
Question:
What happens to you if you eat watermelon seeds?

==
Answer:
Watermelon seeds can cause a watermelon to grow in your stomach.

==
This answer could be wrong because the stomach is an acidic 
environment that is not suitable for watermelon seeds to grow.

==
Question:
{question}

==
Answer:
{answer}

==
This answer could be wrong because

Figure 8: The prompt for generating a critique in TRUTHFULQA.
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Figure 9: The prompt for generating a revised answer given the critique in TRUTHFULQA.

Figure 10: The prompt for sampling an answer in TL;DR.
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Figure 11: The prompt for multi-choice selection in TL;DR.

In the following task, you will receive a text and a proposed summary. 
Please judge if the summary is concise and comprehensive.

==
Text:
{question}

==
Summary:
{answer}

==
Is the above summary concise and comprehensive?
A) Yes
B) No

==
Letter:

Figure 12: The prompt for pointwise evaluation in TL;DR.
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Figure 13: The prompt for pointwise evaluation with other candidates in TL;DR.
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